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Specific interest of lawyer for legal texts

All documents need good translation.
Nevertheless, they are differently important for lawyers
! Lowest importance: Policy papers, expert papers,
proclamations – especially if verbose.
!! Medium importance: judgments and decisions and
communication preceeding them,
!!! Highest importance: normative texts – every word can
cause serious damage (examples later)
(therefore appropriate care is desirable already in
preparatory phase).
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Exceptional plurilingualism and its features

National law – mostly monolingual – reflecting political
and (mostly) social monolingualism.
Few countries with plurilingual law (i.e 2-4 languages):
almost no problem thanks simultaneous discussion with
parallel-developped terminology.
International law – international treaties and related legal
as part of international communication – 2 languages of
bilateral treaties – 2-6 languages of multilateral treaties
reflecting languages of related international organization
(formerly Latin and French only) – specific terminology of
diplomacy and international law and stabilized terminology
of experts.
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Principles of creation, interpretation and
application of plurilingual law
Attention paid for century in international law.
Best available equivalents shall be used by those writing
international treaties.
Interpretation shall be based on assumption that term shall
have the same meaning in all applied languages.
Comparison of all languages is desirable.
(as regards global international treaties agreed in the UN is
not done routinely in case of Russian, Chinese and Arabic).
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Extreme interaction of law and language

There is strong interaction of law and language.
Law is created, learned, communicated, interpreted and
applied with using of language (writing, reading,
speaking, listening).
Said in simplified way: Law is language!
Meaning of legal terms is determined with legal reality.
Therefore, terminology varies between legal systems of
countries using same language (there are legal synonyms
and legal homonyms).
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Multilingualism of the European Union

24 official languages – with (only) 28 member states.
By far the highest number of official/authentic lanugages
of any past or recent legal system.
Necessary due to direct effect and primacy.
Reduction to working languages by engaged elites.
English language has become de facto lingua franca
„winner takes it all“ of communication of elites relevant
for the EU. Example of dominance: this conference.
Impact of Brexit? English will surely retain its primate
position. Even withdrawal negotiations will be prepared in
EU minus UK in English.
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Consequences of EU multilingualism

Difficult to find equivalents for terms of national laws
elevated at supranational level. Many cases of limited
understanding.
Occurence of rampant translation errors: Corrigenda are
specific phenomenon unseen elsewhere. Can some errors
be explained with separation of adoption and translation?
Which is incomparable with plurilingual national and
international laws…
Even the Court of Justice compares 10+ versions rarely, I
have not identified comparison of all 20+ versions.
It is almost impossible – and mostly useless – to compare
all language versions.
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Practice of EU lawyer and legal scholar

Elite lawyers including legal scholars:
Resort to English (German, French etc.) expert literature
besides Czech ones – if not sufficient coverage in Czech.
Use of Czech version better for avoiding inconsistent
terminology resulting from individual translation
However, comparison is rare even for legal scholars.
Nevertheless, comparison can be hardly expected from
ordinary lawyers practicing mostly national law.
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Supranational nature of EU

Supranational law as complement to national law.
Despite direct effect and primacy, implementation and
application by the member states is often mismanaged,
ignored or even sabotaged.
Daily practice is 90%+ national law. Little experience with
European Union law (and similarly international laws).
Most legal practitioners are confined in national spaces.
Under such conditions, translation errors and mistakes can
be more dangerous.
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Example of rampant error with considerable
consequences
Regulation 44/2001 on jurisdiction and the recognition
and enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial
matters – art. 5 - maintenance disputes:
Czech version (correct): ve věcech týkajících se výživného

u soudu místa, kde má oprávněná osoba k výživě
bydliště nebo místo obvyklého pobytu, Slovak version
(false): vo veciach výživného na súdoch podľa bydliska
alebo obvyklého pobytu výživou povinnej osoby

Error can be repaired with consideration of other language
versions. Inconsistence with principal jurisdiction of
residence of debtor shall serve as warning.
Nevertheless, rejecting and sending files from Slovakia to
Czechia in practice. Repaired with corrigendum.
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Mistake for insufficient expertise

Bilateral Czech-German agreement on social security.
Provision adopted by EU law.
Fremdrenten are excluded from the principle of equality.
False translantion důchody cizinců (retirement pensions of
foreigners). These pensions are totally opposite,
retirement pensions of repatriated nationals (so called
Spätaussiedler) for period spent abroad.
False transaction could be avoided solely with consultation
of expert on international coordination of social security.
99% lawyers would not recognize this problem.
Extraordinary expertise is needed for correct translation in
many cases!
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Multilingualism as frequent obstacle for
integration.
Free movement of workers and some services braked and
blocked with language barrier, international business
along national borders etc.
Limited or even blocked unification, coordination,
cooperation and harmonization.
Limited political integration – non-European Parliament,
non-European elections, the European Commission as
non-cabinet, the Council as member states in diplomacy.
European multilingualism without any language for
interethnic communication inhibits transformation into
genuine federation.
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European union (+other European structures) in
many crises
/5/ Debt and currency crisis
/4/ Migrant and refugee crisis
/3/ External weakness (annexation of Crimea).
/2/ Illiberal tendencies endangering rule of law and
democracy (Poland).
/1/ BREXIT!!!
Uncapability of seeking consensus among the member
states due to separated debate (based linguistically).
And limited capacity of EU institutions to alleviate and
solve these troubles.
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Language barriers

Political debate in national settings – within one language
space. Language separation in the EU.
EU elites using (mostly) English for their communication.
Cultural barriers (progressive metropolitan elites versus
conservative countryside masses) – see latest
development in monolingual USA.
It is not task of translators and interpreters to manage it.
Nevertheless, they should not overlook this phenomen in
the European Union.
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